
Sweetheart 1091 

Chapter 1091: you’re clearly so cunning, yet you’re still pretending to be a good person! 

  

“tang tang, come out and welcome your aunt! i bought you a super delicious strawberry cake today!” 

upon hearing mu weiwei’s words, the little furball’s face was filled with surprise. she stomped her short 

little legs and got down from mu yichen’s body before she ran toward mu weiwei. 

” auntie is so good. i love it when you provoke me! ” 

for the sake of the cake, the little dumpling decisively flattered and kissed her. 

mu weiwei was in an extremely good mood with the little dumpling in her arms. she turned around and 

looked at the people in the living room. 

” sister-in-law, i heard some gossip about you outside today. you said that the fu family … ” 

she stopped mid-sentence. 

his eyes were fixed on the handsome man sitting on the sofa in a calm and elegant manner, and his eyes 

almost popped out. 

“fu … fu linchen! what are you doing here?” 

hearing this, tan yueru immediately frowned and rebuked, ” “wei wei, don’t you have any manners? 

how can you call your brother fu by his name? did mom teach you to do this?” 

“i …” 

mu weiwei choked at once. she glared at fu linchen with an even more unfriendly gaze. 
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because she was going abroad soon, tan yueru had been pampering her a lot recently and would grant 

her all her requests. even when she came home late, she would not scold her. 

and the result? as soon as fu linchen, the jinx, appeared, she was scolded again! 

fu linchen raised his head and met her big eyes that were filled with anger. he smiled slightly. ” miss mu, 

we meet again. ” last time, you took me to see the greenhouse and introduced it to me in detail. i 

haven’t had the time to thank you!” 

fu linchen looked gentle and friendly when he smiled. 

however, in mu weiwei’s eyes, it was an eyesore no matter how she looked at it. 

this old fox … was obviously extremely cunning, yet he was still pretending to be a good person! 

she wanted to expose fu linchen’s true colors and kick him out of the house, but under tan yueru’s 

intense gaze, she could only suppress the urge to beat fu linchen up. 



he lowered his head and gritted his teeth,”brother fu, you’re too kind.” 

she ignored fu linchen as if she had just completed her mission. instead, she turned around and looked 

at luo chenxi. 

“sis-in-law, you … didn’t you see the news on the internet? fu jiatong hired a lot of fake reviewers to 

defame you online! the fu family had gone too far, so why did you let fu … that thing in? big brother, you 

don’t know how to stand up for sister-in-law!” 

when mu weiwei realized that tan yueru could no longer be counted on, she immediately pinned her 

hopes of chasing fu linchen away on luo chenxi. 

given how much her brother doted on his sister-in-law, if he knew that her sister-in-law was bullied by 

the fu family, he would kick fu linchen out of the house. 

he did not expect luo chenxi to laugh instead of getting angry upon hearing his words. 

“wei wei, you’ve also heard about this? this was all a misunderstanding. miss fu was just too impulsive. 

young master fu came here today to apologize and even gave tang tang and me super cute dolls as gifts. 

he’s so polite!” 

mu weiwei’s eyes widened. she could not believe what she had just heard. 

“what? sister-in-law, you … you were bought over by a few kids? fu linchen doesn’t have any good 

intentions. he must be plotting something!” 

mu yichen nodded to himself upon hearing this. 

this sister of his was finally smart for once. what she said today had deeply touched his heart! 

what a waste that mu yichen’s status at home was so insignificant that it was useless for him to 

acknowledge him. 

Chapter 1092: i don’t have to see fu linchen again! 

  

tan yueru spoke up again. 

“wei wei, what are you saying? what do you mean by a few dolls? that’s a gift carefully selected by your 

brother fu! really, why did you become so rude after i let you stay at home for a few more days? it 

seems that i have to send you to the United States as soon as possible to attend a language school and 

settle down!” 

“i …” 

mu weiwei almost fainted from anger. 

what she said just now wasn’t wrong at all, alright? 

why was she the one who was injured again? 

her mother had no idea how cunning fu linchen could be! 



fu linchen glanced at mu weiwei with a half-smile. 

after retracting her gaze, she put on a serious expression. ” aunt mu, don’t say that. weiwei is still young 

and has some misunderstandings about me. it’s normal for her to be oversensitive. please don’t be too 

strict with her. ” 

tan yueru couldn’t help but sigh. ” weiwei, look at your brother fu. he’s so magnanimous that he doesn’t 

even argue with you. he even brought you a precious lotus orchid today. you … should be more polite to 

him in the future, okay? ” 

mu weiwei’s eyes widened. 

even her mother had been bribed by an orchid! 
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this family … why was everyone thinking of fu linchen, that sly old fox? 

mu weiwei told herself to endure it. 

anyway, fu linchen wouldn’t be staying at their house for long, so she could just endure it until he left. 

next, she would go to country M to study, and she would never see fu linchen again! 

when all the family members were present, tan yueru immediately ordered aunt chen to serve the 

dishes. 

other than the dishes prepared by the family’s chef, there were also three other dishes prepared by luo 

chenxi during the meal. 

the sweet and sour fish was naturally prepared for mu yichen and the little dumpling, but the rest … 

“brother fu, i noticed that you like beef when you were eating at our house last time, so i made black 

pepper beef tenderloin this time. and this curry beef brisket …” 

luo chenxi was introducing them attentively. all of a sudden, she saw a large hand stretching out from 

the side. 

he picked up the plate and poured the entire plate of curry beef into his own bowl. 

“m-mu yichen, what are you doing? that’s for brother fu!” luo chenxi’s petite face was red with anger. 

on the other hand, mu yichen had a matter-of-fact expression on his face. ” tang tang is growing up. the 

teacher said that she should eat more beef. i’ll feed her. ” 

the little dumpling’s eyes widened and it opened its mouth. 

in the end, her father stuffed a piece of beef into her mouth, and the words she didn’t say were all 

stuffed back in. 

“you …! what are you doing? don’t make tangtang choke!” 

luo chenxi glared at mu yichen. she quickly reached out to the little dumpling’s mouth and said, ” 

tangtang, spit it out if you can’t swallow it! ” 



however, the little dumpling had very good teeth. she pouted her little mouth and quickly finished the 

beef. she even said with a smile, ” “good, good! big sister is so sweet!” 

mu yichen raised his chin. ” i knew it! ” 

luo chenxi glared at him ferociously. 

fu linchen saw this and shook his head in amusement, but he didn’t take it to heart. 

his attention had completely shifted to mu weiwei. 

mu weiwei’s eyes lit up when she saw that her brother had snatched away an entire plate of curry beef 

brisket. she immediately extended her chopsticks toward the black pepper beef fillet. 

he was planning to finish the other dish that sister-in-law had made so that the old fox would have 

nothing to eat! 

however, just as she reached out with her chopsticks, another pair of chopsticks reached out as well and 

caught the same piece of beef sirloin as her. 

Chapter 1093: a bolt of lightning from the blue sky 

  

mu weiwei raised her head and met fu linchen’s dark eyes, which were smiling deeply. 

“you …! why are you snatching food from me?” 

fu linchen smiled and let go of his chopsticks. ” i’m sorry, i didn’t know you liked it so much, weiwei. i’ll 

let you have it. ” 

“it’s good that you know. this entire plate is mine. you’re not allowed to eat it!” 

“weiwei!” 

unfortunately, as soon as mu weiwei declared her sovereignty, tan yueru shouted at her to stop. 

“how can you snatch food from the customers? you should take the initiative to give food to the guests! 

quickly get a piece for your brother fu!” 

mu weiwei gritted her teeth and glared at fu linchen. 

she knew that this man had said it so loudly on purpose so that her mother could hear it! 

he was simply too cunning! 

fu linchen looked at her blushing face and couldn’t help but laugh. he couldn’t move his eyes away from 

her. 

even he himself could not figure it out. he was never such a boring person, but he did not know why he 

could not help but tease mu weiwei every time he saw her. 
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it was all because this little girl was too cute when she was angry. 



fu linchen knew that the little girl in front of him was no different from a small firecracker. if he 

continued to tease her, she would probably lose her temper on the spot. 

so, he smiled and said, ” no need, aunt mu. i can do it myself. ” 

mu weiwei finally heaved a sigh of relief when fu linchen stopped staring at her. 

she lowered her head and desperately stuffed her bowl of rice into her mouth, hoping to finish her meal 

as quickly as possible and run back to her room. 

however, she heard fu linchen mention her again when she was halfway through her meal. 

“aunt mu, did you just say that wei wei is going to study in country m? which university is she going to 

study at?” 

tan yueru said, ” i wanted her to go to MIT, like yichen and yiling. that way, her two brothers wouldn’t 

have any classmates to take care of her. however, this girl knows nothing about science and 

engineering. she can’t study, so i had to let her go to HF university to study liberal arts. ” 

fu linchen smiled. ” HF university is also one of the top ten universities in the world. weiwei’s admission 

shows that she is very outstanding. ” 

mu weiwei pursed her lips secretly as she listened. 

finally, he heard this old fox say something decent! 

although the most important factor for admission to a private university in country M was one’s family 

background, the students ‘own abilities were also taken into consideration. 

even though mu weiwei’s science and engineering course was a mess, she had a great talent in 

languages since she was young. she could speak eight languages and play tennis. she was also the 

national youth team champion, which was an outstanding achievement. 

however, before she could feel happy, she heard fu linchen’s words change. 

“aunt mu, don’t worry. i’m a graduate of HF university, and i’m a visiting professor at HF university. i 

have to give a few lectures at my alma mater every year. in the future, i’ll take care of wei wei in school, 

just like her brother.” 

tan yueru was overjoyed. ” ah, really? i didn’t expect you to graduate from HF university! that’s great. 

i’m just worried that weiwei will be so noisy and no one will take care of her when she’s abroad. what if 

she can’t take care of herself? with your words, i can rest assured. in the future, our wei wei will be in 

your care!” 

mu weiwei felt as if a bolt of lightning had struck her from the sky. she was struck so hard that she was 

crispy on the outside and tender on the inside. 

she could not help but throw down her chopsticks and shout, ” what? mom, you can’t do this. i don’t 

want fu linchen to care about me!” 

Chapter 1094: we’ll leave our weiwei in your hands 



  

tan yueru and fu linchen were having a heated conversation. when they heard mu weiwei’s voice, they 

turned around and looked at her. 

at the same time, she frowned. ” weiwei, why are you saying that about your brother fu again? what did 

he do to offend you? he gave you a present and asked someone to take care of you. he did his best. look 

at you, it’s fine if you bullied your big brother fu when you were young, but now you’re still like this!” 

” aunt mu, please don’t say that, ” fu linchen quickly said. ” maybe weiwei really has some 

misunderstanding about me! ” 

as he spoke, he looked at mu weiwei and revealed an extremely sincere expression. ” weiwei, why do 

you hate me so much? why don’t you just tell me directly? if there’s any misunderstanding, i can also 

explain it clearly, right?” 

everyone at the dining table put down their chopsticks and looked at mu weiwei. 

even luo chenxi could not refrain herself from saying,”that’s right, weiwei, brother fu is such a good 

person, how did he offend you? let him explain, don’t wrong brother fu because of the 

misunderstanding!” 

the little dumpling also tilted her head. ” uncle fu is good-looking. he’s a good person! ” why doesn’t 

aunty like him?” 

mu weiwei usually listened to luo chenxi the most. 

seeing that she was also on fu linchen’s side, she was so depressed that she couldn’t say anything. 

fu linchen definitely, definitely, definitely … did it on purpose! 

how was she supposed to explain this? 

come to think of it, fu linchen did not seem to have done anything out of line to her. 
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the only abnormal thing was that time at the bar … 

but that time, she was the one who provoked fu linchen … 

mu weiwei was at a loss for words. she could only lower her head. ” no, there’s no misunderstanding. i 

just feel that … well, i’m troubling brother fu too much … yes, i’m troubling him too much! brother fu’s 

responsibility is so heavy and he’s so busy with work. how can he have time to care about me? besides, 

i’m an adult now, so i don’t need to trouble him …” 

fu linchen immediately laughed and said,”no trouble, no trouble at all!” i’m going back to my alma 

mater to give lectures anyway. besides, what’s the relationship between the fu family and the mu 

family? if i don’t even help with such a small matter, i can’t say anything, right? wei wei, you don’t have 

to take it to heart. although you’re already 18, it’s not like you’re in china. you’re a girl, so there must be 

many inconveniences. if you have any problems, just tell me! when i was at HF university, i was quite 

famous. i could solve anything for you.” 



his words were very subtle, but tan yueru and the others were all smart people, so they immediately 

understood. 

it seemed that this young master fu was definitely an influential figure in school. 

with him taking care of this troublesome little girl at home, mu weiwei did not have to worry about 

anything at all during her four years in university. 

tan yueru hurriedly said, ” then i’ll have to ask for your help, lin chen. our families are close. i won’t be 

polite. ” 

fu linchen nodded with a smile. ” of course, aunt mu, don’t you worry! ” 

mu yunfeng kept nodding his head. he was obviously very assured of fu linchen. 

mu weiwei’s weak protest was completely ignored. 

her eyes were on fire as she glared at fu linchen’s perfectly handsome face. 

if looks could kill, she would have killed fu linchen hundreds of times! 

this old fox … actually schemed against him like this! 

could it be that she still couldn’t escape fu linchen’s evil clutches after she arrived in country M? 

then her four years in university … wouldn’t it be dark and gloomy? 

is it too late to transfer now? 

Chapter 1095: even her sister-in-law and the little dumpling were deceived by the old fox! 

  

however, no matter how unwilling mu weiwei was, the two elders of the mu family still had a good 

conversation with fu linchen. 

it only took fu linchen a short dinner to win over the hearts of the two elders of the mu family, and they 

entrusted their daughter to him for the next four years. 

mu weiwei was depressed. let’s not talk about it. 

however, there was nothing he could do. 

he wanted to refute her several times, but tan yueru glared at him. 

looking at the smug smile on fu linchen’s face, she really wanted to send him flying with a punch! 

with great difficulty, they managed to last until dinner was over. 

mu weiwei was thinking about how to kick fu linchen out of the house. 

unexpectedly, fu linchen spoke first. ” uncle mu, aunt mu, i still have some matters to attend to at home. 

i have to go back early to settle them, so i’ll take my leave first. ” 



although he had warned fu jiatong that day and had asked people to delete all the photos and messages 

on the internet, he still didn’t know what to do. 

however, the news at that time was so big that there were still many things that he needed to deal with. 

he did not expect luo chenxi to ask him to stay for dinner. he was planning to leave after he apologized. 
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however, he agreed to her request as soon as luo chenxi opened her mouth. he did not wish to see her 

disappointed expression. 

tan yueru and mu yunfeng also knew that he was busy with work, so they didn’t ask him to stay. 

he only said,”since you’re busy, we won’t waste your time.” weiwei, your brother fu is leaving. why 

don’t you go see him off? i’ve promised you that i’ll take good care of you for the next four years!” 

fu linchen smiled. ” no need … ” 

before he could finish his sentence, he saw mu weiwei suddenly stand up. ” mom’s right. big brother fu, 

i’ll send you off! ” 

fu linchen was stunned. 

he had thought that this little girl would avoid him like the plague. he had never thought that she would 

actually take the initiative to agree to send him off. 

mu weiwei raised her chin at him and shot him a provocative look. 

fu linchen was deep in thought, but he did not expose her. 

she turned around and said goodbye to everyone in the mu family, including xiao tuanzi. 

“brother fu, we welcome you to our house again. we’re in a hurry today. next time you come, i’ll make 

my best dish for you.” luo chenxi said with a smile. 

today, she had unknowingly become familiar with fu linchen. 

the way she addressed him had also changed from ” young master fu ” to ” brother fu. ” 

the space between mu yichen’s brows twitched involuntarily when he heard the title. 

luo chenxi did not notice it at all. she was still holding the little dumpling’s hand and waving at fu 

linchen. ” tang tang, say goodbye to uncle fu. ” 

” goodbye, uncle fu. come and play again, uncle fu! ” the little ball waved its chubby little hands 

enthusiastically. 

mu weiwei’s heart ached endlessly when she saw this. 

even her sister-in-law and the little dumpling had been deceived by the old fox! this guy was too 

cunning! 

could it be that the heavy responsibility of exposing him fell on her alone? 



seeing that fu linchen was about to leave, mu weiwei quickened her pace and followed him. 

the two of them walked out of the mu family’s front door. they had only taken a few steps when mu 

weiwei grabbed fu linchen’s clothes and growled, ” ” fu linchen, stop right there! i have something to tell 

you! ” 

fu linchen was already prepared. he stopped in his tracks and raised his eyebrows.”miss mu, what advice 

do you have?” 

mu weiwei looked to her left and right. she felt that they were still too close to the mu family’s villa. 

they would be easily discovered. 

she grabbed fu linchen’s suit jacket and dragged him to a corner by the wall. ” you … come here! ” 

Chapter 1096: do you know how powerful miss mu is now? 

  

fu linchen did not resist. he allowed mu weiwei to pull him along as he walked into the shadow of the 

wall. 

after making sure that no one was around, mu weiwei’s expression changed immediately. she glared at 

fu linchen and said fiercely, ” “fu linchen, let me tell you, i’m already an adult and i can take care of 

myself. i can take care of my studies and life at school, so you don’t need to meddle in my business! 

when i go to HF university, just pretend you don’t know me, okay?” 

fu linchen looked down at her and said, ” i can’t do that, miss mu. your parents entrusted you to me. if i 

don’t care about you and you get bullied or get into an accident, how am i going to explain it to aunt mu 

… ” 

“i’m peeing! can you stop jinxing me? how dare you curse me for an accident!” mu weiwei interrupted 

him loudly with a look of disgust on her face. 

fu linchen’s face was full of innocence. ” when did i curse you? ” i’m just telling the truth! you’re still 

young, and you’re studying abroad alone. you need someone to take care of you …” 

“so what if you’re young? so what if he went abroad to study? there are so many international students 

around my age. do you think everyone needs someone to take care of them? i don’t need you to meddle 

in my affairs!” mu weiwei expressed her determination to be independent in a hurry. 

at home, she was controlled by her parents and elder brother and could no longer stand the restraints. 

when he thought about going abroad to study, other than the reluctance to leave home, he felt more 

excited. 

who knew that fu linchen would appear after she was happy for a few days? 

did she have to be controlled by him after she finally left the country? 

no, he definitely could not! 

mu weiwei shuddered at the thought of being controlled by fu linchen … it was too scary! 
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she puffed up her chest and said in a louder voice, ” fu linchen, i … i’m warning you. don’t treat me like a 

child, and don’t try to take advantage of me. just take care of your sister. even my brother isn’t as nosy 

as you! ” if you insist on interfering in my affairs, then don’t blame me …” 

fu linchen raised his eyebrows. he looked at mu weiwei as if he was looking at a kitten with its fur 

standing on end. 

mu weiwei was infuriated by his gaze. ” don’t blame me for telling dad and mom about what happened 

at the bar the other day! ” 

“are you sure?” fu linchen was completely unmoved and spoke unhurriedly. 

mu weiwei gritted her teeth and glared at him. ” that’s right, i’m sure! don’t think that i don’t know. 

although i was in the wrong first, didn’t we still have intimate contact? you’re a man, and you’re so 

much older than me. even if i was drunk, you wouldn’t be able to get away! although my parents won’t 

blame you, they definitely won’t feel at ease letting you take care of me!” 

this was the ultimate trump card that mu weiwei had thought of. 

if fu linchen really pushed her too far, she would reveal what happened that day to the public! 

she would definitely be able to get rid of fu linchen this way. 

however, she was in the wrong in that incident. it would damage fu linchen’s reputation and it was not 

very kind of her to do so. that was why mu weiwei did not say it out loud but used it to threaten him. 

mu weiwei raised her delicate chin with a smug look on her face. 

she knew that fu linchen would have to admit defeat this time! 

sure enough, fu linchen was a little surprised. he stared at her for a long time without saying anything. 

mu weiwei was even more pleased with herself. 

now … did this stinky man know how powerful she, the great miss mu, was? 

Chapter 1097: i’m a young and beautiful girl, you’re taking advantage of me 

  

however, the next second, fu linchen’s deep voice slowly sounded. 

“wei wei, i didn’t expect you to like me so much. it seems that i’m not romantic enough and 

misunderstood you?” 

mu weiwei was stunned for a few seconds before she finally understood what he meant. 

her fair and petite face instantly flushed red, and she couldn’t even speak properly. ” you … you, you, 

you … which eye of yours can tell that i like you?! don’t be so full of yourself, alright? i’m getting 

goosebumps!” 

fu linchen smirked. ” if you don’t like me, why did you tell everyone about our relationship? ” 



“what do you mean by our … relationship?” mu weiwei asked angrily. there is no relationship between 

us!” 

” hehe, ” fu linchen couldn’t help but laugh. ” as long as you tell others about what happened in the bar, 

even if we don’t have anything to do with each other, we will still be in a relationship. ” did you think … 

that uncle mu and aunt mu would kick me out of the house after knowing that we slept for a night?” 

“of … of course!” 

mu weiwei’s petite face tensed up as she clenched her fists. ” of course, my parents will protect me. i 

still have two older brothers! if they knew that you took advantage of me, they would definitely beat 

you up until you can’t take care of yourself for the rest of your life, and then throw you out of the mu 

family!” 

fu linchen was not frightened by her description at all. instead, he laughed even louder. 

“if i forced you, that would be the case. but, didn’t you force me to sleep with you that night? i’m clearly 

the victim! not only will your parents not chase me out, they might even marry you to me to comfort my 

hurt heart and body …” 

“pei pei pei! jinx! stop daydreaming, i don’t want to marry you! i’m only 18 years old. my parents will 

never let me marry an old man like you!” mu weiwei could not help but stomp her feet. 
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fu linchen leaned against the tree trunk and smiled. 

this little girl’s angry look was too funny, and he couldn’t help but want to continue scaring her. 

in reality, he knew very well that if mu yichen found out that he had slept in the same room as mu 

weiwei for the entire night, he would definitely go mad with rage. he would not care who was in the 

right or wrong. he would definitely seek revenge on the fu family in a frenzy. 

however, mu weiwei did not know about this. 

“weiwei, as the young lady of the mu family, you should know that the mu family and the fu family have 

been planning to marry each other for a long time, right? initially, i wanted to let my cousin jiatong 

marry your big brother, but mu yichen married your sister-in-law so soon. what’s done is done, so this 

path has to be cut off.” 

“then … aren’t we the only ones left? originally, the age gap between us was indeed a little big, so the 

parents of both families didn’t consider it. but the situation is different now. you like me so much that 

you can’t help but go to the bar and force yourself on me. everyone will be happy to see that happen, so 

i can only suffer …” 

” 

mu weiwei was simply about to explode on the spot. she stomped her feet with all her might. 



“who likes you? who raped you? to think you can say that! besides, how is it wrong for you to marry 

me? i’m a young and beautiful girl, and you’re the uncle who’s taking advantage of me, do you 

understand?” 

mu weiwei was so angry that she pounced on him. she grabbed his tie forcefully and forced him to look 

at her. 

fu linchen almost couldn’t breathe. 

“mu weiwei, you … you let go first …” 

Chapter 1098: luo chenxi actually … 

  

“i won’t let go, i won’t! if you dare to look down on me, i’ll strangle you!” 

mu weiwei wanted to teach this stinky man a lesson, so she clutched her tie tightly and refused to let go. 

fu linchen grabbed her wrist and said in a low voice, ” “then you can scream louder! your family is 

looking for you. you can call them over and let them see how you forced me. maybe we can get engaged 

before you go abroad. this way, i’ll be your guardian during your university days, and it’ll be even more 

legitimate.” 

mu weiwei was stunned. ” … what do you mean?! ” 

the next second, she reacted. 

that was because aunt chen and the others were shouting not far away. 

“young miss, young miss! where are you? did young master fu leave?” 

mu weiwei came out to send him off. it was supposed to take only one or two minutes, but she had not 

returned even after more than ten minutes. 

it was obvious that the mu family’s two elders were anxious and worried that something had happened 

to her, so they had sent people to look for her. 

mu weiwei’s body suddenly stiffened. 

she didn’t expect so many people to come out to look for her! 

what if the servants at home saw her and fu linchen hiding in a dark thicket? they were so close to each 

other that they were almost stuck together … 
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at the thought of this, mu weiwei’s hand seemed to have been scalded. she immediately flung fu 

linchen’s tie to the side with force. 

fu linchen smiled. ” miss mu … ” 

before he could say anything, he suddenly felt a soft touch on his lips. 



mu weiwei immediately reached out and pressed her hand on his lips to stop him from continuing. 

“shut up! don’t make a sound!” 

she looked at fu linchen’s innocent face and said, ” you … you stay here. don’t move or make a sound. ” 

i’ll go out and bring aunt chen and the others back to the villa. you can only come out when everyone 

has left, do you hear me?” 

fu linchen deliberately did not agree immediately. 

mu weiwei’s face was red with anger. she wished she could pounce on him and give him a bite. 

fu linchen nodded slowly. 

mu weiwei was still a little hesitant. she glanced at fu linchen a few more times, afraid that this old fox 

would have some bad ideas about her again. 

however, the cries of aunt chen and the others were getting closer and closer, and they were about to 

find their way here. 

mu weiwei had no other choice but to let go of fu linchen and run out. 

“aunt chen, why did you come out? i saw a puppy in the garden just now, so i played with it for a while. 

i’ve wasted some time …” 

“aiyo, my young miss!” aunt chen said anxiously. you’ve made madam so anxious! it’s so dark at night. 

why are you looking at the puppy alone? where did this little dog come from? if you like it, i can help you 

catch it and bring it back. it’ll save you the trouble of coming out to feed me at night.” 

mu weiwei bit her lips. ” well … it’s an especially cunning and sinister little dog! don’t worry about him, 

he must have run away by himself. let’s go back!” 

aunt chen gave her a suspicious look. 

mu weiwei was the first to run toward the villa. 

the servants had no choice but to follow. 

after everyone had left, fu linchen came out from behind the tree. 

he raised his handsome eyebrows as he watched mu weiwei’s figure disappear behind the main door. 

this little girl … just called him a dog? 

…… 

at the same time. 

in the presidential suite of a five-star hotel in T city. 

fu jiatong looked at the mother and daughter in front of her in shock, and cried out, ” “what did you just 

say? luo chenxi actually … is it true?” 

Chapter 1099: expose luo chenxi’s true colors! 



  

fu jiatong had been grounded by fu linchen this afternoon. 

she knew that if she went back to the fu family’s villa, she would definitely be watched by fu linchen’s 

bodyguards. 

therefore, she took extra care and hid in the hotel with lu yajing and luo xiudi when fu linchen wasn’t 

paying attention. 

originally, she didn’t think much of these two unpresentable women. who knew that they would actually 

reveal such shocking news! 

lu yajing’s eyes flashed with a hint of viciousness. ” miss fu, i’m telling the truth! luo chenxi had enjoyed 

seducing men and women ever since she was young. when she was studying abroad four years ago, her 

private life was even worse. later, she was even pregnant with some man’s bastard child and was 

expelled from school!” 

lu yajing said, adding oil to the fire. 

looking at fu jiatong in front of her, she was so excited that she almost fainted. 

in the afternoon, she had found the rich young lady to be rather familiar. she searched on the internet 

and found out that she was actually mr. president’s niece. moreover, she really had a grudge against luo 

chenxi! 

this time, lu yajing was relieved. 

luo chenxi was definitely done for after offending the president’s house’s daughter! 

moreover, fu jiatong would definitely have a way to inform mu yichen about luo chenxi’s scandal and 

expose that b * tch’s true colors! 

fu jiatong was just as excited as lu yajing. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

she couldn’t help but ask,”miss lu, can you recall in more detail?” what exactly happened four years 

ago? which man’s child was luo chenxi carrying? where is that child now? also, where’s that man? 

where’s luo chenxi’s adulterer now?” 

“uh …” 

lu yajing choked. 

she didn’t even know what fu jiatong was asking her. 

but in the face of miss fu’s questioning, she didn’t dare to say that she knew nothing. 

just as lu yajing was hesitating, luo xiudi spoke up. ” miss fu, i know a little. luo chenxi studied abroad in 

country Y in the past. she was also studying art. you know that some art students are not too open-

minded! i don’t think luo chenxi herself knows who the father of the child is …” 



the expression on fu jiatong’s face turned even more ferocious.’this woman, luo chenxi, is really too 

shameless! she was already a pair of broken shoes and had slept with countless men, yet she still dared 

to seduce big brother mu! it’s such a pity that big brother mu was actually deceived by this kind of 

woman!” 

” that’s right, miss fu. luo chenxi has done such a thing. as her aunt, i can’t bear to watch it anymore. ” 

luo xiudi quickly said. 

fu jiatong was pacing back and forth in the room, and the corners of her mouth couldn’t help but curve 

up. 

“that’s great, this news came just in time! ‘luo chenxi, just you wait. i’m going to expose your true colors 

right away and let brother mu see it!’ you even dare to play with the mu family, i think you don’t want 

to live anymore!” 

everyone knew that a man like mu yichen was proud and arrogant. 

if he knew that he had married such a fickle woman, he didn’t know how angry he would be! 

luo chenxi would end up in a miserable state when the matter was exposed no matter how much she 

was doted on and how proud she was now! 

…… 

the next morning. 

luo chenxi was awoken by a series of knocks on the door. 

“big sister, get up! daddi, get up! the sun is shining on my butt!” 

the little dumpling’s childish and clear voice came from the bedroom door. 

the little dumpling shouted as she pushed the door open. however, she did not manage to push it open 

and her face fell. 

Chapter 1100: he was actually kicked off the bed by his wife! 

  

” wuwuwu, big sister, open the door. tang tang wants to come in! ” 

luo chenxi was jolted awake from her sleep abruptly when she heard the familiar, soft voice. she wanted 

to get up subconsciously. 

however, just as she stood up, she was grabbed by a strong arm around her waist and pulled back. 

“stupid woman … where do you think you’re going?” 

the man’s lazy and sexy voice rang in her ear, and his hot breath blew on her sensitive earlobe. 

luo chenxi shuddered and her body went limp at once. 

he couldn’t help but shout in his heart that it was a foul! 



this man, mu yichen, was getting more and more overboard. it was fine that he had a pretty face, but his 

voice was so pleasant as well. was he not clearly trying to lure her into making a mistake? 

mu yichen felt the petite woman’s body turn soft in his arms. the corners of his lips curled up ever so 

slightly. 

his large palm followed the momentum and pressed against her body, from bottom to top … 

his thin lips pressed against her fair cheek from behind and he kissed her. 

“daddi! quickly open the door! big sister! don’t you guys want tang tang anymore?” 

boxn ov el. c o m 

just as luo chenxi was being seduced by her husband’s seduction, the little dumpling’s voice was 

suddenly heard again. 

moreover, her soft voice already carried obvious dissatisfaction. 

luo chenxi could imagine the adorable look of the little dumpling pouting her little mouth just by 

listening to her voice. 

she snapped back to her senses and immediately exerted force in an attempt to push mu yichen aside. 

“you … what are you in heat for so early in the morning? tang tang is outside! hurry up and get up!” 

mu yichen clasped her slender waist tightly and refused to let go. his large palm lingered on her body. 

after being glared at by the little woman a few times, he said unhurriedly, ” “why are you so anxious? 

tangtang couldn’t get in! after knocking for a while, she’ll get tired and leave. besides, mom will come 

and take her away …” 

as mu yichen spoke, he could not help but lower his head and kiss her again. 

in the past, he would often forget to lock his bedroom door. however, ever since the little dumpling 

broke into his room and interrupted his intimacy with luo chenxi on a few occasions, he remembered to 

lock the door properly every night. 

no matter how much the little ball jumped, it couldn’t get in. 

” hmmm …!! ” 

luo chenxi shook her head in an attempt to protest, but she was no match for mu yichen’s eagerness 

and enthusiasm. 

tan yueru’s voice came from outside the door. ” tang tang, your father and big sister are tired from 

yesterday. let them rest more. grandma will take you to breakfast, okay? ” 

the corners of mu yichen’s lips curled up. he knew that no one would disturb him and luo chenxi 

anymore, so his actions became even more presumptuous. 

however, the silence outside the door lasted for less than five minutes. 

xiao tuanzi’s cry was heard again, and it was even louder than the last time. 



“daddi, stinky daddi, quickly open the door and return big sister to tang tang! big sister said that she was 

going to bring tang tang to uncle’s house to pick a dog today!” 

initially, mu yichen had already pressed the little white rabbit down on the bed and was about to eat it. 

he was shocked by this sudden sound. 

moreover, luo chenxi’s reaction was surprisingly quick this time. she suddenly exerted force and used 

both her hands and feet to kick mu yichen off the bed. 

“clang!” there was a loud noise. 

mu yichen was stunned from the fall and could not come to his senses for a long time. 

“damn it, stupid woman, you … what are you doing? are you trying to murder your husband?” 

he couldn’t believe that he had been kicked out of bed by his own wife! 

moreover, it was at a critical moment. 

if she fell badly, her husband would be crippled. did this stupid woman know that? 

 


